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Race-to-the-bottom in global and U.S. corporate tax rates
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What are the determinants of public opinion on corporate taxation?

Share of Respondents for CIT Hike (%)
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But public support for raising corporate tax rates has risen

Voters are key players in setting of corporate tax policy

Globalization theory and race-to-the-bottom in corporate tax policy
•
•
•

Nations produce one good using mobile factor (capital) and immobile factor (labor)
Governments raise revenues from taxing factors of production
To attract capital/prevent capital from relocating abroad, governments lower capital taxes

(Binder 2019, Christensen and Hearson 2019, Rixen 2011, Martin and Swank 2004, Hines and Summers 2009)

Lower corporate taxes results in higher income taxes
•
•
•

To maintain revenue bases, governments must tax immobile factors, i.e. raise income taxes
“Cruel logic of corporate tax in a global economy---that its burden falls most heavily on
workers” (Desai 2012, Swank and Steinmo 2002, Rixen 2011)
Public opinion key determinant of income taxes (cf. Williamson 2017, McKall and Kenworthy 2009)

Link between capital and income tax makes voters central to politics of corporate taxes

Voters face tradeoff in corporate tax policy preferences

Theoretical determinants of public opinion on corporate taxation

Equity

Rivalry
•

•

Competition for global capital driven
by desire for economic growth,
investment, jobs, innovation ...

Equity centers around: who pays
taxes, how much, relative to whom?

•

Equity norms dominant in income tax
preferences (Alt and Iversen 2017, Kelly

Voters care deeply about policy
impact on economy-wide outcomes
(Cruces et al 2013, Fernández-Albertos
and Kuo 2018; Kuziemko et al. 2015;
Mohan et al 2015)

•

•

Facing rivalry threat, public is willing
to accept lower corporate taxes

and Enns 2010, McKall et al 2017)

•

Citizens avoid taxing labor vis-à-vis
capital on equity grounds (Hakelberg
2016, Genschel 2002, Plumper et al 2009,
Basinger and Hallerberg 2004)

Research design
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Experiment 1: Invoking equity considerations
Equity Treatment

Part 1: Elicit Ideal Tax Burdens
•

Respondents report ideal proportion
of taxes raised from income taxes
and corporate taxes

•

Ideal Split: Individuals (40%),
Corporations (60%)

Part 2: Contrast Ideal and Actual
•

Respondents shown how their ideal
split varies with actual income and
corporate taxes raised in 2018

•

Actual Split: Individuals (93%),
Corporations (7%)

•

Treatment highlights divergence
between what is thought to be fair
and the actual state of the world

Experiment 1: Rivalry broadly primed

Intersecting Rivalry Vignette

Results: Support for increasing corporate tax rate
Main Outcome

Results

Keeping spending fixed, should corporations
contribute more to total tax revenues? This
would mean corporate tax rate would increase,
individual tax rate would decrease….

Prop. Favoring Corp. Tax Increase
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At baseline:
• Substantial majority favors increase:
63%
Treatment Effects:
• Equity: raises support by 19% (12pp)
• Rivalry: qualitatively small (-2pp, p < 0.1)
• Equity - Rivalry = 23% (14pp)
• Combined: Fairness dominates
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Interpretation:
• In weighing trade-off between taxing labor
and capital, respondents strongly support
taxing capital when equity considerations
are made salient
• When broadly primed, rivalry has no
effect
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Experiment 2: Invoking rivalry considerations

Rivalry Treatment

•

Respondents informed of current
U.S. corporate tax rate: 26%

•

Asked to consider current corporate
tax rate in group of competitor
countries.

•

Rivals (Lower): 12% or 19%

•

Non-Rivals (Higher): 33% or 40%

•

Precisely specified threat

•

Put voters in shoes of policymakers,
responding to competitive threats in
global economy

Experiment 2: Equity broadly primed

Intersecting Fairness Vignette

Preferred Corporate Tax Rate
Main Outcome

Results

In your opinion, what should the US corporate
tax rate be?
Module 2 = Control

Avg. Preferred US Corp. Tax Rate
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Treatment Effects:
• Competitor nation that has a lower tax
rate compared to one that has a higher
tax rate than US, leads to 7pp decrease
(p < 0.01) in respondents’ preferred
corporate tax rate.
•

This effect is not mediated by priming
fairness (short-term) considerations

Interpretation:
• Voters respond to precisely defined
threats related to competition for mobile
capital in the global economy by
supporting downward shifts in domestic
corporate taxation.
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•

Even with lower-tax competitors, voters
raise U.S. taxes from 26% to 31%, but
rivalry dampens support for tax hikes

Role of policy rhetoric on equity and rivalry
Elites and media emphasize rivalry when discussing corporate tax policy

In content analysis of elite rhetoric in media articles, ratio of rivalry-to-equity mentions is 3:1

Conclusions

Findings help explain divergence between public opinion and corporate tax policy trends
•

We find considerable mass support for raising corporate taxes, bolstered by equity norms

•

But when threats from economic competitors are precisely specified, voters report lower ideal
domestic corporate tax rates, and de-emphasize fairness

•

Results driven by specific mechanisms in globalization theory (broad primes insignificant)

•

Elite rhetoric --- which disproportionately highlights rivalry --- may explain why public is willing
to accept lower corporate taxes

•

Large literature on tax preferences focusing on domestic within-group tradeoffs; we show that
competitive pressures in the global economy inform and constrain these mass preferences

•

Findings inform debates on corporate taxation, as policymakers devise tax regimes that are
equitable, enjoy mass support, and protect national competitiveness in the global economy

